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ABSTRACT
Progress has been made in the past year in improving
ribbon flatness and reducing stress, and in raising cell per-
formance for 10 cm wide ribbon grown in single cartridge EFG
furnaces. Optimization of growth conditions has resulted in
improved ribbon thickness uniformity at a thickness of 200
µm, grown at 4 cm/minute, and growth at this target speed is
now routinely achieved over periods of the order of one hour
or more. With the improved ribbon flatness, fabrication of
large area (50 cm ) cells is now possible, and 10-11% effi-
ciencies have been demonstrated on ribbon grown at 3.5 to 4
cm/minute.
Factors limiting performance of the existing multiple
ribbon Furnace 16 have been identified, and growth system im-
provements implemented to help raise throughput rates and the
time percentage of sinultaneous three-ribbon growth. Howev-
er, this work has made it evident that major redesign of this
furnace would be needed to overcome shortfalls in its ability
to achieve the Technical Features Demonstration goals of
1980. This course of action did not appear to be warranted
because of the age of the furnace. It was decided instead to
start construction of a new multiple ribbon furnace and to
incorporate the desired improvements into its design. The
construction of this furnace is now completed, and it is ex-
pected to be put into operation in the last quarter of 1981.
As of October 1, 1981, the entire multiple ribbon
furnace program was incorporated into the Mobil Tyco in-house
program. The final status report for this portion of the
program is included here.
"The JPL Flat Plate Solar Array Project is sponsored by the
U.S. Department of Energy and forms part of the Solar Photo-
voltaic Conversion program to initiate a major effort toward
the development of flat plate solar arrays. This work was
performed for the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California In-
stitute of Technology by agreement between NASA and DOE."
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I. INTRODUCTION
Development of EFG technology for growth of silicon
ribbon has reached theint where the readiness of multiplePo
	
ribbon furnaces for long term operation with acceptable duty
rates and material quality must be demonstrated to establish
this Technology as a viable candidate for production of low-
cost substrateb for terreLt.rial solar cell fabrication. The
Mobil Tyco program has worked toward this goal in the past
year with the design and construction of a raw multiple
ribbon furnace for growth of four 10 cm wide ribbons with
automatic ribbon width control and melt replenishment. At
the same time, fundamental studies and optimization work con-
tinued to examine factors limiting growth performance and
ribbon quality in single 10 cm cartridge furnaces.
Because of a significant change in DOE funding levels in
1981, the major part of the support for the multiple ribbon
furnace program in the past year was provided by Mobil Tyco.
As of October 1, 1981, the entire multiple 10 cm ribbon fur-
pace effort has been incorporated into the Mobil Tyco
in-house program. The study of factors associated with im-
proving growth performance, and means by which to reduce
stress and raise quality in 10 cm wide ribbon EFG systems is
the focus of the ongoing work in the Flat-Plate Solar Array
r
	
	
(FSA) program at Mobil Tyco still funded by DOE. This will
be carried out in two single cartridge furnaces.
%4
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II. IiiGH-SPEED Q$QWTH M QUALITY STU= (J.P. Kalejs)
A. Gver iaw
The 1981 goals for the FSA project that relate to
quality and throughput for 10 cm wide ribbon growth are being
addressed in two single cartridge furnaces operating under
'	 this program.	 Speed and quality optimization work is
proceeding in Furnace 17 using it cartridge with cold shoes
having growth speed capabilities of 4 cm/minute. This is
aimed at development of a system for growth of uniform thick-
ness ribbon of 200 pm (8 mils) at 4 cm/minute, which has low
stress 1-vels and can produce solar cells of 12% efficiency.
The impacts on ribbon quality and stress arising from growth
speed and from the cold shoe clement used to increase the
system speed capability are under investigation in Furnace 18
(JPL No. 1). A cartridge system which does not employ a con-
ventional cold shoe design is being developed there for
growth of 10 cm wide ribbon at speeds between 3 and 4
cm/minute.
The work associated with improving growth stability at
the target speed of 4 cm/minute has proceeded on several
fronts. A number of design changes in die top iuotherm con-
trol elements have been made to develop isothetirs tha;
N
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promote ribbon edge stability and thickness uniformity.
Ribbon guidance and alignment have been improved to decrease
the severity of perturbations that produce ribbon deviations
from flatness and growth interruptions. As a result, growth
conditions have been improved to the point where
uninterrupted growth at 4 cm/minute has been demonstrated
over periods of one hour or more, with the limitation in
growth duration often set by the charge size available in the
single-cartridge furnace.
The changes implemented to improve growth conditions at
4 cm/minute and ribbon thickness uniformity have not had a
noticeable impact on buckle formation, as evidenced by buckle
patterns, although considerable improvement in ribbon overall
flatness was demonstrable. To better understand stress gen-
erating mechanisms that may lead to buckle formation, an
investigation has been started to study the relation between
the ribbon post-growth temperature profile and stress-induced
buckling. Significant variations in buckle patterns have
been produced as a result of changes in linear cooling plate
design, and in one case reduction of buckle and stress levels
was achieved. These investigations are continuing to charac-
terize the cartridge temperature fields and to develop a
model to account for stresses in order that growth configura-
tions that further reduce ribbon stress may be found.
In the course of experiments carried out in the past
year designed to study the effects of various process parame-
4
tern on cell efficiency, it has become increasingly apparent
that material property inhomogeneity occurring in high speed
system grown ribbon is closely related to meniscus ambient
variations. Work has accordingly focused on improving the
control of ambient gas in the meniscus (growth interface)
region and on studying the influence of gas species and con-
centrations on cell parameters. 	 A new gas distribution
system, utilizing a hollow die top shield, was introduced for
this purpose. As a result of optimization studies with
CO2/O2
 in argon mixtures carried out with this system, cell
efficiency has been raised' to the 10-11% 0111) range on- 50
CM  
areas for ribbon grown at 3.5 cm/minute with cold shoes.
However, at its best, cell performance is still below that
demonstrated on ribbon grown in the low speed (i.e., no cold
shoes) systems. Experiments are now underway to examine the
extent to which quality deficiency may be overcome through
further optimization of growth conditions in the existing
high speed growth mode. At the same tim?, the impact on ma-
terial quality produced by growth speed and by the cold shoe
itself are still of concern. Questions of the effect of spe-
cific thermal profiles on ribbon quality through stress and
defect generation, the influence of speed on quality, and the
possibility of cold shoe introduces impurities are all under
consideration. Comparison of the material properties in
growth with and without the conventional cold shoe as a func-
tion of growth parameters (speed, ribbon thickness, ambient
5
composition) is being planned to address these questions.
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H. Ex2erimgntal
1. Loh 222 Growth (furnace 121
The experiments carried out in the 10 cm car-
tridge with cold shoes in Furnace 17 in the past quarter are
summarized in Table 1. A number of changes in cartridge com-
ponent design were made in a preliminary study of means by
which the post-growth temperature field may be manipulated so
as to influence buckle formation and ribbon stress levels.
These changes included: (1) profiling the linear cooling
plate to alter its cross section ,across the ribbon width; (2)
changing of the geometry of the growth slot constriction
formed by the inside surfaces of the linear cooling plates,
i.e., the growth slot dimensions; (3) relocating the after-
heater; and (4) increasing the length of the cooling zone of
the cartridge. The most dramatic results have been achieved
with the latter. The longer linear cooling plate design was
originally conceived to counter seed breakage, and is de-
scribed in detail in a previous report . (l) However, a
significant reduction of the buckle amplitude and in residual
stress levels have occurred in ribbon grown with this
"stretched" cartridge. The reasons for this are not known at
present.
	 The post-growth temperature field influence on
ribbon stress and buckling is the focus of ongoing work.
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Table I. Run Data for 10 cm Wide Ribbon Growth in Furnace 17 in
the Last Quarter. Standard Argon Flow Conditions in
all Runs: 6 l/minute Main Zone, 1 f/minute Cartridge.
Run No. Speed Range
	 Comments
(cm/minute)
17-182	 3.5 - 3.7	 Test of profiled linear cooling plate
with a hot center for purpose of study-
ing stress generation mechanisms. Use
of a single roller belt puller to study
guidance perturbation effect on flat-
ness.	 Suckle pattern is noticeably
altered.
17-183 3.6 - 4.0	 Repeat of run 17-182 but with
	
return	 to
old design of belt puller.
17-184 3.6 - 4.0	 Repeat of 17-182.	 No apparent differen-
ces
	
in	 flatness	 caused	 by change
	 in
puller mechanism.
17-185 2.8 - 3.0	 Test of two-piece die in use	 in Furnace
18.	 Poor
	
growth	 stability	 because
	
of
lack of bulbs at die edgas.
17-186 -	 Test of
	 profiled	 linear
	
cooling	 plates
with	 a cold	 center.	 No growth due to
poor die top temperature profile.
17-187 3.8 -	 4.1
	
Good	 stability	 at	 highest	 speeds	 with
hot
	 center	 profiled	 linear	 cooling
plates (as in run 17-182) 	 and	 relocated
afte,theater.
17-188
	
	
3.: - 4.0	 Repeat of 17-187 with higher a6terheater
temperature (1130 C vs. 1095 C in 17-
187).	 Over one hour growth without
freezes at top speed. No change in
buckle pattern with temperature rise ob-
served.
s
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Table i (Continued).
Run No. Speed Range
	
Comments
(cm/minute)
17-189 3.2 - 3.8 Growth of ribbon with varying thickness.
No significant changes in buckle pattern
with thickness observed.
17-190	 -	 No growth with constricted growth slot
due to seed jamming and breakage.
17-191	 -3	 Test of additional linear cooling plate
•	 modifications.	 Poor growth conditions
due to hot die center.
17-192	 2.5 - 3.6	 First test of new design "stretched" car-
tridge.	 Reasonable growth conditions.
Maximum speed limited by non-optimized
die top isotherms. 	 Ribbon flatness im-
provement noticeable.
17-193 3.3 - 4,0 Repeat, of 17-192 with hollow die shield
and gas control, profiled face heater.
Growth conditions good, ribbon flatness
improved at highest growth speed.
17-194	 3.1 - 4.0	 Repeat of 17-193. Good growth conditions
at 3.8 cm/minute. Ribbon flatness impro-
ved noticeably over standard
cartridge-grown ribbon, stress levels
lower.
%I
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Acceptablo growth conditions for 10 cm ,tide
ribbon have been established in Furnace 18 in a cartridge
without cold shots, with growth speeds up to 2.3 cm/minute.
At speec:s higher than this• noticeable edge instability ap-
pears because of a lack of sufficient cooling at the die ends
for the given ribbon thickness. Additional cooling is to be
provided by cooling rubes, or "end" cold shoes, which will
cool the ribbon edges only. This system will be operated to
develop a quality baseline for the 10 cm cartridge without
the conventional design of cold shoe.
The experiments carried out in Furnace 18 in the past
quarter are summarized in Table I:. A new main zone and con-
trol electronics were installed in Furnace 18 to improve
reliability of operation and to upgrade system components,
respectively. Uneven main zone heating had been suspected as
a
contributing to a lack of reproducibility of die top
isotherms. Testing of the new systems occupied much of the
last part of the quarter, and only a few useful growth at-
tempts resulted. However, after the debugging period was
completed, recent runs showed that better reproducibility and
reliability of operation appear to have been achieved with
the system improvements.
3. Ma tg r i 1_ Quality
 Jj1111
A number of differencts in growth conditions due to
I
the presence of the cold shoe have been suggested as possible
t	 9
Run Data for 10 cm Wide Ribbon Growth in Furnace 18 in
the Last Quarter.
Run No.	 Comments
18-284
	
	 Relocation of afterheater shields attempted.	 Poor
growth conditions due to die top temperature imbalance.
18-285 Return of afterheater shields to regular location,
Reasonable growth at 2 cm/minute reestablished: but
edges unstable.
18-286	 Tert of two-piece die with saw cuts to improve edge
stability.	 Poor growth conditions due to temperature
gradients across die top.
18-287 Test of thicker profiled face heater. Poor growth con-
ditions due to cold die center and unfavorable
temperature gradient.
18-288	 No growth due to broken seeds.
18-289
	
	 Initial test of end cold shoe cartridge.
	 Water block
in line prevented heatup of system. !lo c wtn attemp-
ted.	 Furnace and control electronics rcbu.it after
this run.
18-290	 Cartridge without cold :shoes. 	 No growth, hot die
center.	 Test of new control electronics and rebuilt
main zone.
18-291
	
	 No growth due to afterheater shield misalignment which
caused seed breakage.
18-292
	
	
No growth.	 Afterheater power control electronics
failure.
18-293
	 Limited growth. Run terminated by brokeci seed.
18-294	 Shakedown test for cartridge with end cold shoes.
18-295 Repeat of 18-293 without end cold shoes. Good growth
conditions established at 2.0 to 2.3 cm/minute. Ribbon
edge instabilities appear at 2.5 cm/minute.
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causes for quality deficiency of ribbon grown in this high
speed mode. (2) This deficiency has been manifested as a gen-
erally lower cell efficiency of 10 to 111 (AND for material
grown with the cold shoes, than the 11+% level demonstrated
in growth at 2 cm/minute without cold shoes. (3) Correspon-
dingly, as-grown material SPV diffusion lengths for the
former more often have fallen into the range of 30 to 40 µm,
rather than the levels of 40 to 50 pm achieved without cold
shoes. Material inhomogeneity, as evidenced by diffusion
length variations across the width of 10 cm ribbon, has been
more *severe and more sensitive to ambient conditions for the
ribbon grown with cold shoes than without, accounting for
much of this difference. The best small area (1 cm  diame-
ter) SPV barriers within a ribbon width span often have been
as high as 50 to 70 µm. SPV LD
 fluctuations appear to be
related to the manner that gas is introduced into the inter-
face region, viz., location of gas sources, gas flow patterns
and velocities, as well as to gas species and composition. A
new gas distribution system was developed in the past year to
improve control of interface ambient gases. This has had an
impact in generally raising the reproducibility and consis-
tency of experimental data, and helping to achieve 10-11%
cell efficiency over larger (50 cm 2 ) areas (see Section IV
for details). However, better control of interface gas con-
ditions is still needed. In particular, the main zone purge
gases exit through the interface region and growth slot, and
A
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this imposes a major uncertainty as to the steady-state gas
flow pattern and individual gas species concentration levels
near the interface. Design efforts are underway to reintro-
duce an improved gas seal at. the ribbon exit and allow the
main zone gases to be re-routed (see also Section III). This
will be done in the next quarter.
Considerable experimental data has been gathered regard-
ing the dependence of ribbon and cell parameters on such
process variables as ambient gas flow conditions, species
(CO21' and 02 ) and concentration, quartz in the melt as a
source of oxygen, resistivity and growth speed. The ambient
gas species concentration of CO 2 and 02 emerges as the most
important influence on cell efficiency at a given doping
level. For the given gas distribution system, CO 2/O2 in
argon mixtures with CO2/02
 levels in the range from (2000 to
5000 ppm)/(20 to 50 ppm) have been shown to be required to
optimize cell performance at the 10-11% level. These are the
gas concentrations introduced into the cartridge. The inter-
face gas concentrations are not known, but estimates made on
the basis of ribbon surface film cover produced by a given
level of CO made in earlier runs (4) would suggest a range of
100 to 300 ppm of CO was present in the environment of the
growing ribbon. At this point, no specific difference
between CO2 or CO in influencing cell properties has been
identified. CO2 , to which a low level of 0 2 has been added,
has been used for most of the work, however. These gases
c,	 {
12	 Mr
k4 •
M.
have been chosen because of a generally lower incidence of
SiC, both in die top deposits and ribbon film, arising from
this higher oxygen level, and because of the evidence that
ribbon interstitial oxygen levels are higher at a given gas
concentration level. Thus, lower concentration levels can be
used. No correlation of cell efficiency with interstitial
oxygen level is evident on the basis of the data obtained to
date.
4. Future Work
The two major problems that will be addressed in
future work relate to understanding of mechanisms that induce
stress in ribbon during growth and to identifying factors
that control ribbon quality in the cold shoe system. Funda-
mental studies that examine basic phenomena in these areas
are planned. The program on study of ribbon stresses will:
(1) characterize cartridge temperature fields as a function
of linear coo l ing plate design; (2) initiate modeling of tem-
perature-stress relationships that can identify mechanisms of
stress gene .tion and ribbon buckling. Work on quality im-
provement will proceed both through implementation of changes
in the growth area, and with the study of processes by which
ribbon properties are influenced in high temperature anneal-
ing. In the growth area, an improved cartridge ambient
control system and gas distribution means will be sought, and
ribbon will be grown with and without the conventional cold
shoe design to obtain a quality comparison.
	 Another aspect
13
^,	 F
of this work will be to test the effect of different designs 	 A
and materials of construction for cold shoes and power leads
(containing the only metals in the cartridge) on ribbon
quality. Thesr grawth parameter investigations will be sup-
plemented by basic studies on the effect of high temperature
heat treatments on ribbon properties (see also Section IV).
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III. MULTIPLE RIBBON G$QWTH SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT (g.H. Mackin-
tosh)
A. overview
The multiple ribbon furnace program has undergone a
number of changes in direction in the course of the past
year. Operation of the original multiple ribbon Furnace 16,
rebuilt in 1980 to accommodate three cartridges for 10 cm
wide ribbon, has gradually been de-emphasized because of in-
creasing reliability problems. All operation of this furnace
ceased in July 1981 after a number of multiple growth runs in
the last quarter of 1980 and first quarter of 1981. These
revealed shortcomings of this machine in both throughput and
product quality, which require that problems in a number of
areas be addressed before acceptable performance levels can
be expected. (3) With these in mind, the design and construc-
tion of a new multiple ribbon furnace for growth of four 10
cm wide ribbons was started in the first quarter of 1981.
This furnace was to be built at Mobil Tyco's expense and to
be incorporated into the JPL program for operation in the
last quarter of 1981. Construction of the furnace has pro-
ceeded on schedule, and the furnace is to be put into
operation in the last quarter of 1981 as planned.	 However,
15
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the JPL program at Mobil Tyco has been reduced in scope and
will concentrate on research on fundamental problems of
stress reduction in ribbon and on quality improvement in high
speed growth in single cartridge furnaces. All multiple
ribbon furnace development within the program will cease as
of October 1, 1981. The description of the concepts that are
part of the multiple ribbon furnace updated design, there-
fore, are presented in what follows as a final status report
for this portion of the JPL program.
B. MUltipla gibbnu Furnace Development
The design and construction of a new multiple ribbon
furnace was undertaken in early 1981 when it became evident
that Furnace 16 would not be capable of fulfilling the
Technical Features Demonstration goals set for it in 1980
without a major redesign effort. These goals called for a
multiple ribbon growth run of eight hours, a growth rate of
4.5 cm/minute, a machine duty rate of 85% or better, oper-
ational automatic controls on one ribbon, and a ribbon
quality sufficient for 10.2% cell efficiency. The shortf all
in meeting these goals was shown to be caused partly by car-
tridge-related deficiencies, and partly by rain zone furnace
inadequacies. (3) The program plan for 1981 accordingly
called for optimization work on the cartridge with respect to
growth performance and ribbon quality to continue in single
cartridge furnaces during the construction phase of the new
furnace.	 Prior to proceeding with this course of action, a
ti
1.
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standardization	 of	 cartridge
	 components,
	
and	 main	 zone
configuration	 insofar	 as	 was	 possible,	 was	 carried	 out	 to
place cartridge performance in both multiple and
	 single	 car-
furnacestridge	 on	 a	 comparable
	
level.	 The	 elements	 of
design that are to be	 incorporated	 into	 development	 of	 the
new multiple ribbon furnace are examined in more detail next.
Main furnace and cartridge -related topics are discussed under
separate headings.
1	 Limn y,Q= Furnace Design
The new multiple furnace will 	 allow	 for	 growth
of	 four	 10	 cm	 wide	 ribbons,	 as	 compared	 to	 three	 .:Lr the
present Furnace 16.	 This provides a more symmetric configur-
ation for locating two cartridges on either side of a central
melt replenishment unit. 	 The	 new	 furnace	 is	 shown	 in	 the
photograph	 in	 Figure	 1.	 The	 target operating growth speed
has	 been	 lowered	 to	 4	 cm/minute
	
from	 the
	
previous	 4.5
cm/minute,	 and
	 the	 extra	 cartridge	 provides more	 than	 the
necessary compensation for the decreased areal throughput re-
sulting	 from	 this	 speed	 reduction.	 The lower growth speed
has been	 shown	 to	 be	 attainable	 with
	
the
	
existing	 cooling
capabilities	 in	 the cartridge already in use, and limits the
experimentation	 necessary	 to	 improve	 performance
	
to
acceptable levels only to optimization studies.
A new Welt replenishment unit is to je incorporated into
the
	 updated	 furnace
	 design.	 The original design had proved
to be unreliable when pushed to the limit even	 for	 supplying
`	 17
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silicon for growth of three 10 cm wide ribbons. The new unit
will have the capability to provide for growth of four rib-
	 N
bons, and will utilize silicon chips rather than the
specially shaped solid charge rod used in the old unit.
Additional changes that have been incorporated into the
new furnace design will improve main zone insulation, the
furnace jacket cooling arrangement, and power supplies to
provide for more efficient operation of the main zone.
2. Cartridge Performance
The outstanding factor contributing to the pro-
ductivity shortfall in multiple ribbon growth demonstratic-+
runs was related to seed ribbon breakage. This breakage
occurred frequently enough to cause appreciable loss of
growth time and cartridge performance degradation due to
broken silicon seed pieces melting on the die and becoming
jammed in the growth slot. The cause of this was recognized
as stress increases in seeds being inserted into the upper
regions of the cartridge growth slot caused by an abrupt de-
crease in temperature at the cartridge exit. A new elongated
or "stretched" cartridge has been designed to change the tem-
perature profile at the linear cooling plate termination, as
illustrated in Figure 2. This design has undergone prelimi-
nary testing in Furnace 17 (see Section II). A detailed
description vf this cartridge appears in an earlier
report. (1)
19
ORIGINAL
	 "STRETCHED"
10 cm CARTRIDGE
	 CARTRIDGE
*EFFECTIVE LENGTH OF LINEAR COOLING PLATES,
"ENDING TEMPERATURE OF CONTROLLED GRADIENT
REGIONI
Figure 2. New cartridge (on right) designed to alleviate
seed breakage problem.
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Aspects of cartridge design that impact on ribbon qual-
ity have been under study in the 0 gle cartridge furnaces.
Ambient gas flow p._ttern and composition control has been
demonstrated there to have a first order effect on ribbon
cell performance. gas distribution system in use has
not been developed specifically for use in a multiple furnace
environment, where implementation of any control poses
special problems because of the multiplicity of opening] (at
the cartridge locations and the melt replenishes). A means
to seal off the ribbon exit at each cartridge location is
under development at present. This is illustrated in Figures
3 and 4. In the present arrangement, all the main zone gases
are flushed through the cartridge growth slot (Figure 3). 	 +
Although this arrangement does not impede successful imple-
mentation of a gas control system in the single cartridge
furnace, this is not the case for the multiple ribbon furnace
because the main zone purge gas flow is distributed among
several cartridge openings. Different flow resistances gen-
erally exist at each of the cartridge locations, and thus a
constant flow rate at any one location cannot be guaranteed.
In the gas control system under development, complete control
of the cartridge ambient will be sought by sealing each
ribbon exit, as illustrated in Figure 4.
A number of other refinements of control electronics are
due to be implemented to improve overall furnace operation
and reliability.	 These include automatic width control
,,,o--RIBBON
VENT
CARTRIDGE
FURNACE
CHAFER	
DIE
RN
N
ARGON PURGE
GAS INLET
EFG FURNACE WIT1OUT RIBBON SEAL
A LARGE PURGE GAS FLOW PREVENTS BACKSTREAMING, BUT
ENTRAINS ALL GAS SPECIES PRESENT IN THE
FURNACE PAST ME<IISCUS AND HOT RIBBON,
Figure 3.
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RIBBON
^I4
RIBBON SEAL
ANCIENT CONTROL _ - -	 .-
GAS INLET
	 r
GAS TUBES
MEW"
V
I
+ VENT
EFG FURNACE WITH RIBBON SEAL
PURGING GAS OF CONTROLLED COMPOSITION IS ADDED
THROUGH THE CARTRIDGE AND DIRECTED AT THE GROWTH INTERFACE
\ I
Figure 4.
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system improvements tested during the past year, and improved
cartridge power supplies. Finally, the new multiple furnace
is to be housed in a specially constructed room with humidity
control, filtered air, and non-particulating surfaces to
reduce the possibility of contaminatiLn from the general fur-
nace environment.
24
IV. UZL AM MATEBSAL CHARACTERIZATION  (L.A. Ladd)
A. Overview
During 1980, growth parameters were developed for
Machine 18 which resulted in the ability to consistently grow
ribbon with diffusion lengths of 40 to 50 jAm and which could
be made into solar cells with 11-12% average efficiency.
These conditions involved the growth of 5 -cm wide ribbon at 2
cm/minute and incorporated the injection of a gas containing
CO2 from above the interface. Our objectives for 1981 were
to learn how to reproduce this result with 10 cm wide ribbon
grown in a system with cold shoes. Preliminary results ob-
tained in 1980 indicated a new gas distribution system
configuration would yield ribbon with diffusion lengths
between 30 and 40 µm and cells with 9-10% efficiency. The
CO2
 concentration and resistivity levels were optimized in
the course of this year and it was determined that average
run efficiencies of 10-11% could be achieved for large area
cells.	 It is believed, however, that more fundamental
changes will be required to get average efficiencies of above
11%.
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In Section B, the work which was done to optimize the
CO2 concentration and resistivity will be summarized. The
4
data which have been presented in previous reports will for
the most part not be included again in this report. Section
B will also include work which was done to evaluate the use
i
of quartz in the melt as an alternative method of introducing
oxygen into the ribbon. In Section C, heat treatment experi-
ments which have been started will be discussed. The purpose
of these experiments is to determine how ribbon grown under
various conditions responds to high temperature heat treat-
ment. This information will be used to gain a better
understanding of what the limiting material factors are that
govern ribbon diffusion length and will, it is hoped, lead to
an understanding of what fundamental changes are required in
order to grow ribbon suitable for making high efficiency
cells.
B. 511 Characterization
The main effort in this area this year has been to
optimize quality and growth parameters for 10 cm wide ribbons
grown at greater than or equal to 3.5 cm/minute in Machine
17. Various gas ambient conditions in the growth cartridge
have been evaluated. For the most part a gas mixture of 1%
CO2 plus 100 ppm 0 2 in argon, which is then diluted further
in argon, has been used in the cartridge. Some of the work
earlier in the year was done using a 1% CO 2 in argon gas mix-
ture which was then diluted further in argon. 	 The results
26
were similar. The conclusion of this work is that the best
ribbon diffusion lengths and the best cell performance for
phosphine processed cells take place for concentrations of
between 0.1% CO2 plus 10 ppm 0 2 and 0.5% CO2 plus 50 ppm 02.
For these ambient gas conditions, ribbon diffusion lengths of
from 30 to 40 pm can be consistently obtained and average
cell efficiencies of between 10% and 11% efficient cells can
be achieved.	 This applies-to both large and small area
cells.
Table III shows data obtained earlier this year for
large area (50 cm 2 Y cells from run 17-143. A total of nine
cells were processed and tested and two had high reverse
leakage current and are not included in the table. The aver-
age efficiency is 9.6%. This ribbon was grown at 2.5
cm/minute with between 0.2% CO.. and 0.33% CO 2 applied to the
growth cartridge. Table III also shows data obtained from a
batch of large area cells processed from a number of recently
i
	 grown runs.	 The ribbon for all of these recent runs was
grown at 3.5 cm/minute. 	 For the two runs which were grown
under near optimum conditions, the average cell efficiency is
10% or greater.	 For the current growth setup, higher effi-
ciency cells were achieved at a higher growth speed. This
demonstrates that for the current growth setup the speed is
not a first order parameter in affecting cell performance.
Table IV summarizes the results obtained for phosphine
processed small area (6 cm 2 ) cells for various gas ambient
27
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condi tions and various ribbon doping levels. As can be seen
from th ,^  table, the optimum doping level is from 1-4 n-cm and
the optimum CO 2
 concentration is between 0.18 and 0.58. The
column on the right -hand side of the table indicates the cell
efficiency that was obtained for CZ control samples that were
processed along with the ribbon samples. This gives an in-
dication of the process variability and allows spurious data
to be rejected.	 The efficiencies of the two runs which had
unusually high efficiency CZ cells should probably be scaled
down somewhat. Since the efficiency of cells typically in-
creases by 45% when the cells are AR coated, this means that
a 6.98 non-AR coated cell will become a 108 cell after AR
coating. The data in the table thus clearly confirm the
result that by using optimized CO2
 ambients average cell ef-
ficiencies in excess of 108 can be achieved in machine 17.
The CO2
 effect has also been demonstrated in Machine 16
and average efficiencies of about 98 have been achieved.
This is acceptable considering that very little optimization
work was done there because of non-standard operating proce-
dures.
The use of a gas containing CO2 plus 02 in the growth
cartridge produces two measurable effects: ( 1) raises the
interstitial oxygen level of the ribbon, and (2) produces a
film on the ribbon.	 The level of interstitial oxygen has
been measured by infrared spectroscopy on a number of sam-
ples.	 A correlation between interstitial oxygen levels and
30
1R	
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CO2
 concentrations has not been found and there is a lot of
scatter in the data. It has also been found that as the CO2
concentration is increased, the interstitial oxygen first in-
creases and then decreases. The highest values of
interstitial oxygen correspond roughly to the level of CO2
for which the best cell performance is obtained. This depen-
dence of interstitial oxygen level on CO2
 concentration
indicates that there are several reactions taking place. Ap-
parently, some of the processes increase the flux of oxygen
into the meniscus while others impede it. It may also be
that the film on the ribbon (during the ribbon transit of tha
afterheater region) affects ribbon properties. A series of
experiments to understand better what happens when ribbon is
heat treated has been initiated and is discussed in the next
section.
Adding quartz to the melt as an alternative method of
introducing oxygen into the ribbon has also been
investigated. The results have, however, not been nearly as
consistent as the results with using a CO 2 (plus 0 2 ) gas mix-
ture in the growth cartridge. Large variation in the amount
of oxygen introduced into the ribbon and in the solar cell
performance has been observed, and no significant trends have
been identified.
C. RgAt Treatment Experiments
One major problem in making high efficiency cells
t
	 has been that carbon crucible-grown ribbon has typically had
c
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lower diffusion lengths and short circuit currents than
quartz crucible-grown ribbon when PH 3
 processed. Previous
experiments indicate that the ribbon diffusion length is sen-
sitive to heat treatment and may be degraded by the phosphine
diffusion process. It has also been shown that the introduc-
tion of a small amount of CO2 gas into the growth cartridge
can improve both ribbon diffusion length and cell performance
and that this usually results in a higher level of intersti-
tial oxygen in the ribbon. Thus, a series of experiments has
been started in order to determine in more detail the effects
of heat treatment of ribbon properties, and, if possible, to
determine what the role of oxygen is in influencing ribbon,
diffusion lengths and cell performance. The objective of
these studies will be to learn how to grow ribbon with higher
diffusion lengths and how to process the ribbon so as to
preserve or even improve the diffusion length in order that
the program cell efficiency goals can be met.
This is quite a broad area to investigate, and to begin
with, some basic annealing studies have been performed to de-
termine the effect of various heat treatments on ribbon
properties. In interpreting these results, both bulk and
surface effects have to be taken into account. The bulk ef-
fects have to do with the diffusion, interaction, and
clustering or precipitation of impurities, oxygen, carbon,
and defects.
	 The surface effects have to do with the fact
that, depending on the ambient, interstitials, vacancies and
32
kother types of defects can be generated or annihilated at the
	 k
surface of the ribbon during heat treatment. Some • of these
defects have very high diffusion coefficients and can move
throughout the bulk of the sample during heat treatment and
effect changes in the bulk material properties. For certain
types of anneal parameters (e.g., oxidation), gettering of
impurities can also take place at the sample surface. Thus,
the annealing results may depend on the time and temperature
of the anneal and the ambient in which the anneal ist
performed. The results will also depend on the following
properties of the as-grown ribbon: doping level, impurity
type and level, defect type and density, and oxygen and
carbon levels.	 A more extensive theoretical discussion and
review of the literature will be included in a later report.
The initial experiments were made using sample pairs ob-
tained by cutting two one-inch square pieces positioned
adjacent to one another along the growth direction. One
sample was used for she anneal and one sample was used as a
control or "sister" sample. After the heat treatment, alumi-
num contacts were formed on the back of both samples by
evaporation followed by sintering at 575 oC, and a front
aluminum layer was then evaporated to make a Schottky bar-
rier. The diffusion lengths of both the annealed samples and
the sister samples were then measured using the standard SPV
apparatus.
I
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Initial results have shown that the nonuniformity of the 	 t%'
ribbon introduces considec•able scatter in the data and trends
may be difficult to identify. The preliminary conclusions
which can be drawn from the experiments which have been done
are as follows: (1) Heat treatment in nitrogen and oxygen at
1000 O for one hour causes a severe degradation in diffusion
length of from 308 to 808. (2) The magnitude of the degrad-
ation does not seem to depend on the ribbon doping level in
the range from 1 11-cm to 30 0-cm, on the interstitial oxygen
level in the ribbon, or on whether the anneal is done in
oxygen or nitrogen.
Further work which is planned in this area will involve
two main sets of experiments: (1) experiments to determine
the effect of time, temperature and ambient conditions on
ribbon annealed at intermediate temperatures such as might oe
used in cell processing (700 0C to 1100 1C). In addition to
the effects of oxygen, nitrogen and argon ambients, the ef-
fects of different diffusion conditions will also be
investigated; and (2) experiments to determine the effect of
time, temperature and ambient conditions on ribbon annealed
at high temperatures such as the ribbon undergoes during the
afterheat cycle immediately after solidification in the
growth cartridge (11000C to 13^() oC). In both these regions
the effect of the anneal on the minority carrier diffusion
length and on the light enhancement effect will be studied
for ribbon grown with and without cold shoes and with diffet-
34
en*_ growth ambient conditions. These experiments should lead
to a better understandinq of the basic materials parameters
that govern ribbon diffusion length and should enable the
growth parameters to be optimized for growing ribbon that can
be made into high efficiency cells. The main emphasis is on
improving ribbon diffusion length, since this is the chief
shortcoming of the material that is currently being grown.
d
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An updated program plan went into effect on !$arch 1,
1981.
2. WM Hours 8W its
Previous cumulative man hours were 100,661 and cost
plus fixed fee was $3,657,319. Man hours for October 1980
through September 1981 are 19,547 and cost plus fixed fee is
$792,435. Therefore, total cumulative man hours and cost
plus fixed fee through September 1981 are 120,208 and
$4,449,754, respectively.
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Y.hC Re oe r t i ng pjxj,Qd
None .
4. Summary 2f ChAXacterization 2LLa Generated  During
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See Section IV.
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APPENDIX 7
AS-G 1 Sa;lZ&JAL SUPPLIED = 1 +L
R ibbon 12-13C
Grown on Machine 17
Purified graphite cartridge and furnace components
Melt doped to 1 0-cm
Sample size 5 cm x 10 cm (2" x 4")
Spey " 3.2 to 3.6 cm/minute
Bid 17-132
Grown on Machine 17
Purified graphite cartridge and furnace components
Melt doped to 1 n-cm
Sample size 5 cm x 10 cm (2" x 4")
Speed 2.8 to 3.4 cm/minute
Bibbgn 17-17.5.
Grown on tiachine 17
Purified graphite cartridge and furnace component:,
Melt doped to 1 Q-cm
Sample size 5 cm x 10 cm (2" x 4")
Segment 10 slow, thick (2.5 cm/minute)
Segment 2C fast, thin (3.8 cm/minute)
APPENDIX 8(a)
JJQ0L= QF AMBIENT-HENISCUS Lj= INTERACTIONS
ASSQ :IATED WITH
SAPRO = OXYGEN T.RL'I •!a= 11`1 = QE ,SIL ICON RTU.QN
J.P. Kalejs
Mobil Tyco Solar Energy Corporation
16 Hickory Drive
Waltham, Massachusetts 02254
L.-Y. Chin 
Department of Chemical Engineering
Clarkson College of Technology
Potsdam, New York 13676
ABSTRACT
Impurity transport processes assn-iated with interaction
of reactive ambient gases and meniscus melt during growth of
silicon ribbon by the :Edge-defined Film-fed Grovith ;E. G)
technique have been investigated with the help of numerical
solution of mass and momentum transport equations. The
transport of oxygen and carbon is examined in detail. It is
shown that oxygen transport from meniscus sources can account
for the interstitial oxygen observed to be introduced into
ribbon grown with CO2
 in the meniscus ambient. Growth speed
is the process parameter which has the most pronounced influ-
ence on ribbon impurity levels when a source or sink for the
impurity is present on the meniscus, surface.
1 Present address: Phillips Petroleum Co., Bartlesville, Ok-
lahoma 74004.
Key words:	 Mass transport, growth model, impurity, EFG
silicon ribbon.
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MAmbient gases CO and CO2
 have been used to influence the
properties of silicon ribbon produced by the Edge-defined
Film-fed Growth (EFG) technique (1). Changes in the struc-
ture and improvements in the electronic properties of the
ribbon for the purpose of making solar cells have been demon-
strated. The processes that are responsible for these
effects lead to changes in ribbon carbon and oxygen levels.
The purpose of this paper is to examine the manner in which
these processes affect impurity transport in the growth in-
terface melt using numerical solutions of the mass and
momentum transport equations.
Ambient gas composition variations have been used to
produce carbon and oxygen concentration changes in silicon
4
	 crystals grown by the Float zone (2) and Czochralski (3)
methods.	 The experiments with silicon ribbon grown by the
EFG technique differ from these earlier studies in several
respects. The growth system under consideration is shown in
schematic in Figure 1. New features of this system are the
graphite crucible used to contain the bulk melt, and the die,
also made of graphite. The latter contains the capillary
path which connects the crucible to the die top and to the
meniscus, or growth interface region. The die acts to iso-
late the interface melt from that in the crucible. This
isolation allows die top melt transport processes to be con-
sidered independently of those operative in the crucible.
Crucible conditions are important only insofar as they fix
2	 OR` 'NAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
average impurity levels of the melt entering the die capil-
lary. Except for carbon, these levels are expected to remain
unchanged during the melt traverse of the capillaries because
they are located internally to the die. Carbon melt trans-
port involves special considerations due to the continued
reaction of silicon melt and the graphite die taking place
during crystallization flow from the crucible to the inter-
face.
Since a graphite crucible is used to contain the bulk
meet, oxygen and Si0 gas are not produced by interaction of
the melt and the crucible material, such as occurs with the
use of silica crucibles in conventional Czochralski growth.
Sources of oxygen other than the crucible may exist, e.g.,
residual oxygen in the charge material and furnace gases in
the bulk melt ambient. For the purposes of the present
Study, the only processes considered to alter the carbon and
oxygen concentrations in the melt after it has entered the
die are those associated with reactive gas species at the
meniscus surface. These gases are introduced to the inter-
face region via the gas tubes shown in Figure 1.
Carbo#'and Oxygen Sources in Ribbon Growth
Ambient gas-meniscus reactions shown to influence ribbon
properties have involved the gases CO and CO 2 . They have
been introduced into the growth system at partial pressures
that typically range from 1 x 10
-3
 to 1 x 10-2 atm in a car-
rier gas of argon. Interface melt ambient partial pressures
ORIGINAL PAGE IS	 3	 UtfiL
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of reactive gases are estimated to be in the range from 1 x
10-5 to 1 x 10-3 atm (1), and the gases are predominantly CO
	 N
and SiO. Ribbon growth speeds varied from 0.03 to 0.05 cm/s
in these experiments, with thicknesses of 200 to 300 µm.
Thermodynamic considerations for typical growth system
temperatures (1685 0K) and reacting gas partial pressures
(-10 -3 atm) show (4) that reactions of CO with silicon melt
can produce SiC, SiO2 and SiO. The latter two compounds are
known to act as sources of oxygen for silicon melt.	 These
same oxygen sources are generated when CO., is used. The con-
ditions under which CO2 is introduced, temperatures above
1000 0C and in the presence of carbon parts, favor conversion
of the CO2
 to CO. At the same time, the partial pressure of
oxygen will be higher with CO 2
 than CO and will impact on the
balance of reaction products. Kaiser et al. (2) have exami-
ned relationships between the oxygen content cf silicon
crystals solidified in the presence of ambient oxygen and its
partial pressures and flow rates. They find that the oxygen
reaches its saturation value in silicon at a gas partial
pressure of about 8 mm of Hg (-1 x 10 -2 atm). At higher
pressures, no f;irther reaction occurs because the melt sur-
face is passivated by the formation of a film of SiO2 . The
maximum interstitial oxygen concentration observed is 2 x
10 18 at/cc, or 69 ppma, based on the ASTM procedure F-121.
This value is taken as a limit to the oxygen concentration
available at a melt surface to act as a source for the diffu-
4
$ion phenomena that are modeled in the present calculations.
The reactions of CO and CO2
 with silicon melt,
considered as sources for oxygen, also affect dissolved
carbon levels (3). In EFG with graphite crucibles and dies,
the meniscus melt already has high levels of carbon. Addi-
tional carbon will not go into solution if the melt is
saturated. The formation of SiC is then a likely process by
which the carbon brought to the meniscus surface by the gas
can be accommodated. Growth of SiC particles will proceed in
regions of the meniscus where carbon supersaturation occurs
(1). Meniscus surface film, presumed to be a mixture of SiC
and S1021 is observed at high CO and CO2 ambient concentra-
tions when no growth is taking place. Under dynamic growth
conditions the surface film is continuously incorporated into
the growing ribbon, which frees the meniscus surface for ad-
ditional SiC nucleation and growth. This provides a sink for
meniscus carbon that is operative under steady-state growth
conditions.
It is also possible to achieve experimental conditions
for which removal of carbon and oxygen from the meniscus sur-
face takes placa by evaporation. For example, oxygen may be
depleted from the melt either as SiO or together with carbon
as CO (5), provided sufficiently low partial pressures of
these gases exist at the melt surface (here, the meniscus).
The aim in the present calculations is to predict the
response of melt carbon and oxygen distributions to changes
5
fin ribbon growth conditions given, that ambient gases and 	
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their reaction products act as sources or sinks for these im-
purities at the meniscus surface. Average impurity
concentrations and distributions through the ribbon thickness
are obtained as a function of ribbon thickness, growth speed
and meniscus height.
Impurity Transport Calculations
Numerical methods for calculation of impurity transport
and redistribution in the interface melt region for ribbon
EFG are discussed in detail elsewhere (6,7). The present re-
sults have been obtained with the help of the solutions of
the heat and momentum transport equations of Reference 7.
Interface shapes and velocity fields were obtained there for
a domain encompassing a plane through the ribbon thickness,
as shown in Figure 2. These are used here for the solution
of the diffusion equation by the method of finite elements
with boundary conditions representing ambient gas reactions
with silicon melt.
The calculation domain encompasses the die top capillary
and meniscus melt, with boundaries r l through r6 , the inter-
face and the die inlet, as shown in Figure 2. Exact meniscus
shapes can be calculated for the growth configurations mod-
eled using the Laplace equation (8). Deviations of the exact
contour from the straight lines used here for the meniscus
(boundaries rl and r2 in Figure 2) are not great enough to
warrant a more precise representation given the accuracy of
6
the numerical transport equation solutions, which is typi-
cally about ten percent (7). The total meniscus surface area
available for the reaction may be underestimated by five to
ten percent with the contours t1 and t2 . The impact of this
approximation on the convective flow pattern is minimal be-
cause lateral flow velocities are small compared to the
growth velocity.
The two-dimensional diffusion equation for impurity spe-
cies of concentration C(x,y) and melt diffusion coefficient D
is
D a 2C + a 2C	 u ac + v ac	 (1)
a
7 aX ay
u and v are the x- and y- components of the velocity field,
respectively. With solute segregation at the interface, the
boundary condition there is
P
-D ^^ nx +	 ny 
J 
= ( ko pf - 1) VgnyC	 ( 2)
P S
nx and n  are the x- and y- components of the unit vector
normal to the interface, and Pe and Ps the liquid and solid
silicon densities, respectively. V9 is the ribbon growth ve-
locity and ko the impurity segregation coefficient. The
ribbon solute concentration C S is calculated as C S - kocir
where CI is the melt concentration evaluated at the inter-
face. The melt inlet impurity concentration at the die top
r
7	
l^
base is C n Co.
Meniscus surface and die inlet boundary conditions have
been varied to model several cases of interest in ambient
gas-meniscus melt reactions:
Co = 0, die inlet, C = 1 on r 1 and r2	 (3)
to represent meniscus source effects=
Co = 1, die inlet, C = 0, 0.5 Co, Co on r l and r 2	 (4)
to represent meniscus sink effects. Zero flux boundary con-
ditions are maintained on die surfaces r3 , r4 , r5 , and r6.
A choice must be made whether to apply the condition of
Eq. (2) or a constant concentration, as expressed by Eqs. (3)
or (4), at the meniscus surface-ribbon (interface) boundary
when carrying out the numerical calculations. In the absence
of experimental data to act as a guide, the results generated
here have been obtained using Eq. (2). This yields variable
ribbon surface concentrations, as illustrated by the results
shown in Figure 3 to 5. In the other scheme, the use of a
constant interface surface concentration equal to the menis-
cus source or strength value C M fixes the ribbon surface
concentration at k0CM . This results in higher average ribbon
impurity concentrations in the case of meniscus sources, and
lower averages for sinks, than obtained with the adopted
scheme. However, the qualitative trends with meniscus
height, ribbon thickness and growth speed exhibited by the
data remain unaltered.
8
The die top geometry and growth parameters chosen are of
interest in production of silicon ribbon for use as substrate
material for solar cell fabrication (9): a die top height of
L n 0.25 cm, capillary width Wl - 0.025 cm and die top flat
width W2 = 0.005 em; ribbon thicknesses from 0.01 to 0.03 cm
and growth speeds from 0.02 to 0.06 cm/s were the other inde-
pendent variables in the study. In the approach pursued in
the modeling in Reference 7, temperature boundary conditions
are treated as additional independent parameters and varied
to generate solutions with different meniscus heights for a
given ribbon thickness and growth velocity. The solutions
employed here are those for which the meniscus height is con-
sistent with solutions of the Laplace equation for a given
set of growth parameters (7,8). Impurity parameters chosen
for the calculations were D - 5 x 10-5 cm2/s and ko
 values of
1.25 and 0.07. The latter are representative of oxygen (10)
and carbon (11), respectively. The value of D is that repor-
ted for carbon (12), while D is not known for oxygen.
However, the value for carbon is in the lower range of those
reported for impurities in silicon melt (6). This provides a
lower bound estimate for meniscus source-induced melt impur-
ity redistribution effects because they are essentially
diffusion limited given a fixed growth speed.
Discussion
Normalized average impurity concentrations obtained from
numerical solution of the transport equations are given in
s
9'
Table I. calculated impurity distributions through the
ribbon thickness for a number of these cases are shown in
Figures 3 to 5. Two aspects of the ambient gas-meniscus melt
interaction have been modeled. Meniscus oxygen source ef-
fects are represented with the boundary condition of Eq. (3)
and impurity parameters k o - 1.25 and D - 5 x 10 -5 cm2/8s
meniscus carbon sink effects are modeled with the conditions
of Eq. (4) and k o - 0.07 and D - 5 x 10-5 cm2/8.
For a meniscus source, the average ribbon interface
concentration increases with decreasing growth speed and in-
creasing meniscus height (Table I and Figure 3). These
trends are reversed with a sink operative (Table I and Figure
4). Growth speed hac the most pronounced effect on ribbon
impurity levels both for sources and sinks. This is shown ir.
Figure 3, where the ratio of the ribbon center to the surface
concentrations has changed dramatically by over two orders of
magnitude, with are increase of V g from 0.02 to 0.06 cm/s.
Variations in the distribution with meniscus height and
ribbon thickness are much less severe, as is evident from the
data in Table I.
Figures 4 and 5 illustrate the dependence of the impur-
ity distribution through the ribbon thickness on growth speed
(Figure 4) and sink strength (Figure 3) for meniscus sinks.
The distribution for case 4 in each of these figures is for a
zero flux meniscus surface boundary condition. The solutions
of the heat and momentum transport equations used for these
10
calculations result in interfaces which are concave toward
the melt (7). This leads to C S/Co > 1 in the center of the
ribbon cross section for an impurity with k o < 1 because of
lateral redistribution in the segregation boundary layer ar-
ising from interface curvature and melt convection. Even for
a uniform meniscus source of strength equal to Co , depletion
of melt impurity levels is shown to occur (case 3, Figure 5).
This takes place at the expense of the segregated impurity in
the boundary layer, in which interface concentrations of the
order of Co/ko drive the mass transfer across the meniscus
surface.
The calculations show that oxygen transport from menis-
cus sources can account for the interstitial oxygen that is
introduced in ribbon grown with a CO2 ambient (1, 13). The
highest ribbon concentration that has been observed is 10
ppma (14). This is about 151 of the maximum oxygen surface
concentration of 69 ppma available with conditions of surface
saturation. By comparison, calculated average ribbon oxygen
concentrations are predicted to attain between 201 and 601 of
a uniform meniscus source concentration (Table 1). Several
factors associated with the exp:rimental conditions and kA-
netic limitations for the transport processes modeled will
lower the ribbon interstitial oxygen content below the maxi-
mum possible: (1) It is not known if the oxygen sources
resulting from CO and CO2 reactions with silicon melt can
achieve melt surface saturation. The source strength there-
N
fore may never reach the 69 ppma shown to be possible with
pure oxygen gas; (2) The EFG ribbon produced has a high
defect density, and the interstitial oxygen need not repre-
sent the total oxygen content of the ribbon if oxygen is
associated with these defects in non-interstitial sites; and
3
(3) The presence of SiC on the meniscus surface may place a
kinetic restriction on oxygen transport which is not present
under conditions where pure oxygen is the ambient gas. Dif-
ferences in the effects produced by CO and CO2 have been
observed. Die top deposits and meniscus surface film are
heavier and interstitial oxygen levels lower with CO than
with CO2 for a given partial pressure. This can be explained
if the foimer gas produces a higher percentage of SiC than
other products and results in a reduced availability oal
oxygen to the melt interior (15).
The magnitude of the diffusion coefficient for oxygen in
silicon melt is an adjustable parameter in the modeling.
Calculations of impurity transport for EFG have shown that
ribbon impurity redistribution is strongly dependent on the
magnitude of p (6); the dependence on ko when ko
 is close to
unity is very weak. These considerations apply also to the
processes modeled here. Closer agreement between calculated
oxygen levels and the measured average concentrations, that
could be achieved by adjusting D, has not been sought because
of the above uncertainties in experimental conditions.
The available experimental data do not shed light on am-
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bient-related transport processes influencing ribbon carbon
concentrations. Substitutional carbon measured by IR spec-
troscopy at the 16.5 µm band generally ranges from about 20
to 70 ppma (1 to 3.5 x 10 18 at/cc) and does not show iden-
tifiable trends with gas species or partial pressures. From
previous considerations of the Si-C phase diagram (1), it was
estimated that ribbon total carbon levels are much higher,
with the excess carbon incorporated into the ribbon as SiC by
eutectic solidification. SiC is additionally observed to
form on the die top surfaces (r 3 and r4 in Figure 2), from
which it is detached and incorporated into the ribbon as par-
ticles. This formation rate has been found to be influenced
by ambient gas composition; since it would be expected to be
dependent on the meniscus melt carbon level, this result sup-
ports the concept of meniscus sources and sinks for carbon.
These competing processes for carbon transport in the die top
melt must be better understood before specific effects due to
meniscus surface reactions can be identified.
The calculated impurity concentrations in Table I and
Figures 4 and 5 with C = 0 provide an upper bound (for the
given D) for mass transport associated w-th processes involv-
ing impurity removal at the meniscus surface. The solutions
of cases 2 and 3 in Figure 5 give the best representation of
phvsical conditions involved in carbon depletion caused by
SiC formation. The difference in carbon concentration
between supersaturated interior melt and the melt in equil:-
13
fbrium with the SiC particle at its Surface gives the driving
force for melt carbon depletion. For a particle temperature
near the melting point of silicon, the latter concentration
3
could ;,e as high as 250 ppma but in all cases will be less
than Co . The mensicus melt carbon concentration is generally
nonuniform and greater than C o
 because of formation of the
segregation boundary layer, which results in Concentrations
rising to as high as Co/ko OW14 Co
 at the interface.
Removal of carbon and oxygen from the meniscus surface
by evaporation of gases, such as CO and SiO, involves addi-
tional considerations. Evaporation is favored for meniscus
ambient partial pressures below 3.8 x 101-4
 atm for CO (5) and
8 x 10 -3 atm for SiO (4) near the melting point of silicon.
Diffusion through the surface gas boundary layer then limits
mass transfer in the general case (16), while surface carbon
and oxygen concentrations will not vanish. Impurity trans-
port in this boundary layer falls outside of the scope of the
present modeling. However, the solutions given in Figure 4
should be useful to represent evaporation processes in the
limit of meniscus surface i,%purity concentrations CM
 such
that CWCo << 1.
Summary
Numerical solutions of mass and momentum transport equa-
tions have been presented to model processes associated with
ambient gas-meniscus melt reactions taking place during
growth of silicon ribbon by EFC.
	 Significant changes in
14
oxygen aA carbon levels are predicted to be produced by men-
iscus surface sources and sinks, which are created through
reaction of CO and CO2 with silicon melt. The processes mod-
eled can account for the level of interstitial oxygen: up to
10 ppma, that is observed to be introduced into ribbon grown
with a CO2 ambient from melt contained in graphite crucibles.
Growth speed emerges as the process parameter with the most
pronounced effect on ribbon impurity levels both for meniscus
sources and sinks.
The study of carbon transport is complicated by the
possibility that a second phase, SiC, forms in the interface
region because of melt supersaturation by carbon. The SiC
can act as a surface sink for carbon that significantly redu-
ces levels of melt carbon.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Figure 1 Schematic of crucible and die configuration used
in cartridge mode of preparation of silicon ribbon
by EFG.
Figure 2 Cross section taken through die top and meniscus
in ribbon thickness plane showing location and
boundaries of calculation domain.
Figure 3 Calculated impurity distributions through ribbon
thickness for uniform meniscus source concentra-
tion C - CM and impurity parameters k o - 1.25 and
D - 5 x 10 -5 cm2Is. Results are for a constant
ribbon thickness of 0.02 cm and meniscus height of
0.026 cm, and growth speeds of 0.02 cm/s (case 1),
O.04 cm/s (case 2), and 0.06 cm/s (case 3).
Figure 4 Calculated impurity distributions through ribbon
thickness for uniform meniscus sink concentration
C - 0 and impurity parameters k  = 0.07 and D - 5
x 10 -5 cm2Is. Results are for constant ribbon
thickness of 0.02 cm and meniscus height of 0.020
cm, and growth speeds of 0.02 cm/s (case 1), 0.03
cm/s (case 2) and 0.04 cm/s (case 3). Case 4 is a
reference distribution for 0.02 cm/s for zero flux
(8C/8n - 0) meniscus surface boundary conditions.
19
Figure 5 Calculated impurity distribution through ribbon 	 #
thickness as a function of meniscus sink strength:
(1) C s 0; (2) C - 0.5 C o = (3) C - CO ; and (4)
8C/8n = 0. Constant ribbon thickness of 0.020 cm,
meniscus height 0.026 cm and growth speed 0.02
cm/s; impurity parameters are k o s 0.07 and D - 5
x 10 -5 cm/s.
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Some Aspeets of the Effect of lleat Treatment
on the Minority Carrier Diffm ton Length
in Low Resistivity p-Type Sil con
By
C. T. Ho and F. V. WALn
hoar different types of low resistivity p•type silicon. namely float-zoned and CzoVI1r11W;;•grown
materials fix well na hFr . grown ribbons rontaininir high find low • ox^^rn conrentnitions are
subjected to lw•at treatments betwcrn Mo and 1 050 'V. followed by slow eooling to 600) C. after
which they ur q
 air quenched. Sabarquently. the response of their electron ditfubim. Irnirths to
the flux of 1 gin photons is measured. The results show that in all materials g progrrPiRive
destruction of the m ; :tority earrirr diffusion length occurs As the pent treatment temperat,tre
increases. Ilomever. it appears that the dominant recombination centers in the uxvyrrn rich
materials differ front thn+e present in the relatively oxygen free mnterials. It is ennelmled that n
"gettering" effect based on oxygen oc•cor •s, which is not likely to be related to SiO; precipitation,
however.
Em wird das Verhalte •n der in Ror•dotiertem Siiizium all Funktion dcs
Yhotonenflim ser lwi I I m WellenLin;;e in A ldiiingigkett von vorhe•rgcganRrnen Warmelwhand.
lungen des Martial, untersuc•ht. Dar.0 werden vier Arten von Silizium. nAtnlich tirgelfrei gexomencs
WY). tiegel i-czogenes ( CZ) find sauerstoffarme ( UL ► Rowohl till aueh Raueritoffreichr M11) 11 milur
die im EA; -VerGthren hergestellt wnren, bci Temperaturen zwtschen SNJ and lo5o - C vurge-
tempert find a niiAlic0end langaat ittif(p)4 'C nb>;ek6hlt: danac • h werdun n ic an Lull abue• sc• h reek t.
Die Cntersuchan _rn cr;tcben. dill, bei allen 31me•rialien eine Reduktion der Veki rot endiffu*sions-
lAnge eintritt. wcfin bei hulccren Temperntttren vnrl,elmridelt wirrvl. Allerdintrs schrincn Rich die
c—mogtcn Rekontbinationazentren in den Raucrstolfreichen Nlate rialien von drnen in drrt mart••
stofformen zu uatersc heidra. ER wird Rrs, hlosseu. eLt p sic{t grii(l,,ve I:onrplrxr zu isrhen laucratott-
S{lizium find Cecuureinigungrfi bilden, bevnr es zur Nriizipitation von
	
kommi.
1. Introduction
Remaly ice have shown thnt the introduction of oxygen into ER: riblKm during
growth can have profound consequences in altering the mor phology of the re idm ,,
material And in improving its electronic properties I). We eould also show that these
improv,nienti tiny Ix traiislated into elvarly more efficient rular cells and tlwr
oxygen may be introduced loth by uue of quartz crucibles a nd by the introducti,m of
suitable oxvg cn - benriug gases around the	 uhilitid meniscus during; growth 121.
It has also IK •t •ulrre quite clear that it is the presence of oxygen in the rillsm flint
cancer the previ,msly ol ►se• rved -light etthnttccruetrt effect" which nran,f,•as its, • If IW
An inerenrr of the minority varrier diffusion lenvilt with the , incrcasinu pltotou flax.
This mny he interprete d
 ns resultin-, from the filling of it minder of elow • I^ • spaced
donor- like recun,livation stater in the lower half (if tile gap as the electron Fvrmi
level moves further ulrward with the iuerefisiiig nett-equililrium electron liopolation
t ) IU Hickory Drive. Walthain, llassachusiviN 0r2251. USA.
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Injected into the material by the photogenerntion pt»ccns [3]. In a snlWVquetti in-
vestigation, Pognmy confirined this interpretation, and Also %lumeu'
that such effects cannot he prrmitietd by mie or a few simple impurity levels 141.
Thum, to us, the close spacing of thews levels and their ncurh- Gaussian distribution
through the gnp has always miagemied rather more vortiplec structures for the centers
which cause timme effects and since they appear to be largely absent in oxygen-fre(-
material [2], oxygen must be impli cated in their fornatiun.
!. Experiments and ltesulis
In this palter then, we prevrit the reaults of a qua •titative ccontlrnrisun of the ehanges
In minority carrier diffusion length an a function of t he flux of phaetons of wa -elength
1 µm [b]. The churneteristies of four different ty kes of oilicun materials, lien -treated
through t hree differing st.'<lucncts were compare-4l. The materials were:
(i) Single-crystal float -xorted samples, boron dojwd to ft 1 W cm with a starting
average electron diffusion length of ss NO µm as nx asured by u surface pnotovoltnge
method 16].
This material also was analym-d for carbon and oxygen using standard utf-tired
transmission techniques [7] and both of these r1witenos tverr found to lie below a cy ltt-
centration of + 1 x 10 16 and : x 101• atoms cm- 3 , resli etiveiv. 'rhese are the detec.
tion limits for our case, an we tined relatively thin slices for the studies here.
(ii) Single-crystal Czoelimiski-groan slices, boron doped to >e 2 tl cm with a starting
diffusion length of s 134 tint, a carbon content of :3 x 10" atoms eni - it and also con-
taining 3 x 1011 atomu em-a of oxygen.
W. .-i TL 
f1
40
120- .1
♦
,,^'	
pWT
V
C1
so-
70	 f1
60-	 OR
so-
CI
90	 W
...+3^ j
0	
»7 >11	 ^ Xts m' ^" ^ ill" 7
ftttrfgVb710rr5)
rite. I. nw effect of pro-nntwalins te,",wrature bare text) on the rmpauo of the electron diffu ► iun
length L to the flux d I pin photom, fur curious kit"W of p•tyiM rilia•un
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(iii) 8 em wide EFU rihhons, nominally I Q cm Wren doped, grown at ft 2 cm/min
from a graphite crucible and using a graphite die. Oxygen was intnxiut •ctl into thrso
ribbons by controlling the CO, concentration around the meniscus I 11. When no CUs
was introduced into the gas ambient (the CUs -off con.lition ('_]), the oxygen concen-
tration in this ribl.nn was found to he S 2 x 1030 a ►uuts cut-3, i.e. hcinw our dolf-c-
tion limit, whereas carbon was found at ft 1 x lull attana cnt- 0. F(.r this matcrial.
which we designate "oxygen lean" 0L), the electron diffusion l ength averag .-I
M M µm.
(iv) Material from the *nine growth run, when CUs was added to the argon ambient
around the meniscus, increased in diffusion length to ow 48 jLm. 'Phis "(oxygen 60,"
(Olt) msterial now contained 4 x 10tr atoms cm-0 of oxygen and its 1 x 10 3" ator's
cm's
 of carbon. Of course, all ribbons contained the ususi sets of defects inherent in
EFG-grown silicon ( R to 10).
Tluse four types of material, nanny FZ (float tuned), C7 (CXnehralaki grown), U1.
(EFG ribbor. grown under anthient conditions relatively free of oxygen), and (lit
(ribbon where CO, was introduced during growth), were all subjected to three annealing
cycles in a phootphinc containing atmosphere and at temperatures of 850, 950, nod
1080 T. using a standard diffusion tube furuic*. The atmosi . lieric and tentperntnre
eottditione thus are similar to various diffusion sequences whist; one Wright use in s(oIttr
cell preparation. However, in order to drive any solid -state reactions further to cunt-
pletion, the time at these three temperature, was extended to W min and in each
as a slow cooling ♦etinence was subsequently tt.etl w• l ► ich brought the slices down to
6W T over 8 h, after which they mere removed front the diffusion tube and air
quenched.
Tho results of these experiments are all summarized in Fig. 1.
3. Discussion and Cone164ons
It is quite clear from Fig. 1 that the heat treatment sequences employed here did
have a significant * effect on the final minority carrier lifetime of all the ntaterinls
investigated, whether they contained high oxygen roncentrations or not. We observe
quite generally a progressive destruction of diffusion let ►gth ate the lute-annealing
temperature increases. irreslie tine of the fart flint the subsequent slow cooling se-
quence exposes all materials fur a significant length of time to tentherrt.tures around
000 to 800 °C.
This effect "tits also not easily explained by assuming that, impurity in-diffusion
occurs from the annealing furnace or the stntosphere during the hent treatments.
Since both the FL and C%
 materials were heat treated ill the %ante furnace, they should
have been exposed to the Dante impurity concentrations and shoui^l t ltcu l,v exltc•eled
to show very similar diffusion lengths for the two higher tentlicrature Im—tunealt
That is however trot the case, and one is therefore furct"I to assuute that the uhscrt•ed
decrease*
 in diffusion length are due to internal rearrangements of recoutbinntiors
centers, i.e. center which were not "active" ror recwutbittation in cite as-crown
material are now "active" after the heat trentment,
Such effects have Ixkcn previously shown by f;raff and Pieper (I II to exist in flont-
ttotted ntaterinl. They detuonstrait. l that the lifelittte of such crystnls could be t•itht•r
increased or dcc•reastd lit file tem1wrotturc ranyte )retween Gig) and NX) T. deliendit.g;
oft the gent-ral defect ctinctintratiun (dirlut•ations, swirls, ",A" and "It" ch:sters), tutu
they naso ciateil the hfelitne inerrnses with nit "inft-rital gtettering; effect", rittimc i by
aneli cifictl point defect cuntplexed. It would tilt-it tk Itussibly
 to interpret Aiv revolts
of our exlnrinients in this view. by saying; that certain point defect cumplexes u6ieh
may also incorpornte tr ►und intpuritim are pr(ogressively destroyed us file utitinl
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annealing temperature is increased, even though the cooling schedule is held relatively
constant.
That effect clearly manifests itself (Fig. 1) in the float-zoned material and is quite
total for the l:Fli material with its far hither defect and impurity contents. In fact,
we have observed on occasion even more pronounced eases than those indicated in
Fig. 1, where ERA' material with an initial diffusion lengtIt of 70 to 100uut was
obtained in growth front graphite crucibles under oxygen-lean condition%, which was
then reduced to a level of 20 to 25 lam during sal,.e(luent solar cell fabrication.
In other words, for all materials, whether they contain ox ygen or not, in which pre-
annealing and the slow cool an- combined, a progres4i ye destruction of the diffusion
length with increased pre-annealing tempera; sere is oi)scrved. lience, it Appear3 that
during crystal growth of silicon at hi gh temperatures a general "gettering" effect
prevails, which is perhaps based on the "metal point defect" association model sag,-
gested by Graff and Pieper [I 1].'I'1 ► is association, however, appears to be quite unstable
at lower temperatures and thus in all materials it in lifetime occurs when
they are heated for any duration in the temperature range between 1030 and 800'C.
However, when oxygen is present in larger concentrations, this effect can apparently
be counteracted somewhat, at least for heat treatments at intermediate temperature,.
We conclude this of course front the fact that the diffusion length is ttow vc , .;cnAtiye
to the photon flax, which hAicates the presence of a set of quite different reeombina-
tion centers in the oxygen-rich materials. which now clearly dominate t ate lifetime and
which must have therefore been formed by an attraction between oxygen and those
centers which dominate the lifetime in the oxvc, m-Ica n materials.
The cooling schedule used here indicates that the crystals are annealed for a con-
siderable length of time at temperatures around 700 'C, but are quite quickly cooled
through all temperatures below 600 'C so that we ma%* assuutc tlt;.t the present results
P , - not due to effecter associated with the well-knoiin "thermal donor", whose effect
i waximi-fed at 1 s t .', In fact, most investigations stigurest that this "thermal donor"
is destroyed at •;a,1,.-rat tires  over 400 'C [12]. llowevcr other, more complex, donors
[13] which are i,cice yed to take the form of larger `'i rt), clusters and whose occurrence
is maximized around 700 °C have recently been dim-ussed [12, 14]. Thus we postulate
that in our oxygen containing material these larger clusters play a role in the gettering
of impurities. Stich clusters of course can be viewed as part of a continuum which
eventually
 leads to SiO_ precipitation [15] and the sensitivity of such precipitation
reactions to carbon content and pre-annealing ten ► perattire of silicon crystals hp s been
well established recentl y [16, 17].
However, we do not believe that in this case the impurity gettering capability of
the clusters is related to their eventual precipitation as Si6.,, which then generates
dislocations that act as impurity sinks [18] since for "1 WV %grown ribbon with its
relativel y
 high defect contents [8 to 101 such all explanation seems hardl y tenable.
Yet our diffusion length measurements suggest that gettering by oxygen does in fact
occur, and indeed is sensitive to the pre-amtealing treatments which the material
undergoes. It is then our postulate that larger Smut., aggregates "getter" metallic
impurities prior to the precipitation stage, by mechanimits not related to dislocations,
but perhaps through eoulon ► bic attraction or ph ysieo-chemical forces of other kinds.
lloweyer, it is quite possible that dislocations play a role iii the initial nucleation of
such aggregates.
Arl: notrletlyessi ret f x
The authors are grteftil for the excellent word: of Mr. .1. Mathias oil
	 diffusion
length measurements, and the determinations of ox g0i and carbon content which
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have been carried out. by 118. M. Cretella and Mr. G. Freedman, as well as for n ►any
valuable discussions with Dr. J. 1 1 . Kalejs. Also, part of the work w•as carried out as
a s] ►ccial task of a project on 1:1 (l sheet growth under Jet Propulsion Laboratory von-
tract No. 954355, Large Scale Solar Array (NSA) project, U.S. Department of Eaiergy.
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